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This paper clarifies the picture about Dense-choice CounterMachines, which have been less studied
than (discrete) Counter Machines. We revisit the definitionof ”Dense Counter Machines” so that
it now extends (discrete) Counter Machines, and we provide new undecidability and decidability
results. Using the first-order additive mixed theory of reals and integers, we give a logical character-
ization of the sets of configurations reachable by reversal-bounded Dense-choice Counter Machines.

1 Introduction

Discrete(i.e. integer-valued) Counter Machines have been well-studied and still receive a lot of attention.
We can mention Minsky Machines [13], different kinds of counter systems (e.g., [3, 10], which are
Minsky Machines using affine functions instead of increment/decrements and zero-tests, or [7, 6]), Petri
nets (or equivalently, VASS), and their many extensions.

There are also extensions of discrete counter systems to real-valued systems, calledhybrid systems,
such as linear hybrid automata, real-counter systems [9], or dense counter systems [16]. Another subclass
of hybrid systems is the well-known decidable model of TimedAutomata [2], which has been linked to
special classes of counter systems in [7] and [6]. Recently,some connections between Timed Automata
and timed Petri nets have been made [14, 5]. An extension of counter systems to timed counter systems
has been defined and studied in [4].

Linear hybrid automata [1], as well as Timed Automata extended with only one stopwatch, are al-
ready undecidable. Other subclasses of hybrid systems, like hybrid Petri nets (stochastic Petri nets,
continuous Petri nets, differential Petri nets, timed Petri nets) are dense extensions of Petri nets, but they
have not the same semantics and their comparison is not always easy or feasible (see [11] for a recent
survey).

On the other side, from our point of view, the natural extension of (discrete) counter systems to dense
counter systems is quite recent; to the best of our knowledge, the first paper which introduces Dense
Counter Machines (DCM) as a natural generalization of Counter Machines (CM) is [16]. Their Dense
Counter Machine allows incrementing/decrementing each counter by a non-deterministically-chosen real
δ between 0 and 1. The motivation of this extension is to model hybrid systems where a nondeterministic
choice can be made (see for example the argumentation about the dense producer/consumer in [16],
which neither Timed Automata nor hybrid automata can model in an easy way). However, what can we
earn from extending CM (which have the total expression power of computability) into DCM ? Non-
trivial problems will remain, of course, undecidable. The direction followed by [16] is to find subclasses
of DCM for which the binary reachability is still computable, such as reversal-bounded DCM.

Our contributions. We give a general definition of Counter Systems containing all the variations of
counters (discrete, dense-choice, purely dense-choice, etc.). We then revisit the definition of ”Dense
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4 Dense-choice Counter Machines revisited

Counter Machines” [16] intoDense-choice Counter Machines(shortly, also,DCM) so that it is now
simpler, more precise and formal, and also more clearly understandable as a natural extension of Minsky
Machines. A DCM is a finite-state machine augmented with dense-choice counters, which can assume
only non-negative real values. At each step, every dense-choice counter can be incremented/decremented
by 0, 1, or by a non-deterministically-chosenδ , 0< δ < 1 (which is supposed different at each step, since
the choice is random). We assume w.l.o.g. that for a given step, thesameδ is used for all the counters.
This δ increment/decrement is the essential difference between dense-choice and discrete counters. A
DCM can also test a counterxi against 0 (eitherxi = 0 or xi > 0).

Since dense-choice counters are (trivially) more general than discrete counters, we also study the
model ofpurely-DCM, i.e. DCM in which counters lose the ability to increment/decrement by 1. We
show that the restriction toboundedpurely-DCM (i.e. there exists a constant boundb such that each
counter is bounded byb) still produces an undecidable control-state reachability problem (even with
four 1-bounded purely dense-choice counters).

We then consider an effective (i.e. whose binary reachability is computable) class of DCM: reversal-
bounded DCM [16]. In order to model hybrid systems more easily, we wish to introduce the ability for
a counter to be tested against an integerk (instead of 0): this is an easy, common extension for Minsky
Machines and for Petri nets, but it produces new technical problems for reversal-bounded DCM. One
of the reasons is that the usual simulation of ak-test (i.e., several decrements and 0-tests, followed by
increments restoring the original counter value) does not preserve reversal-boundedness. We actually
show that reversal-bounded DCM withk-tests are equivalent to reversal-bounded DCM, using a longand
technical proof. This allows us to obtain as a corollary thatthe reachability relation of a DCM with one
free counter and a finite number of reversal-boundedk-testable counters is still effectively definable by a
mixed formula (this extends a previous result of [16]).

Using the first-order additive mixed theory of reals and integers, FO(R,Z,+,<), we give a logical
characterization of the sets of configurations reachable byreversal-bounded DCM. We prove that any
mixed formula is the reachability relation of a reversal-bounded DCM. This completes the initial result
stating that the reachability relation of a reversal-bounded DCM is definable by a mixed formula.

2 Dense-choice Counter Machines

Notations. We useR to denote the set of real numbers,R+ the set of non-negative real numbers,Q+

the set of non-negative rational numbers,Z the set of integers, andN the naturals. Capital letters (eg.X)
denote sets, and small letters (eg.x) denote elements of sets. Bold-faced symbols (eg.x) denote vectors,
and subscripted symbols (eg.xi) denote components of vectors. Sometimes, for the sake of readability,
we usex instead ofxi (without real ambiguity). Throughout this paper,n∈ N is the number of counters.

2.1 Extending Minsky Machines

In this section, we motivate the use of Dense-choice CounterMachines, by arguing about possible ways
to extend Minsky Machines [13]. Minsky Machines are indeed the most elementary definition of Counter
Systems that we will consider here, and probably the most known. A Minsky Machine has a finite set of
control states, and operates transitions between them, by executing instructions on a finite set of integer-
valued variables (the counters). Its possible instructions are (1) increment a counter value by 1, (2) test
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if a counter value is 0, and (3) if a counter value is greater than 0 then decrement it by 1.

Let L be a given logic, such as the Presburger logic FO(N,+,=), FO(R,Z,+,<), etc. A formula
F (x,x′) of L , with 2n free variables, is interpreted as the tranformation of counter valuesx into x′: it
defines the counter valuesbeforeandafter the firing of a transition labelled byF (x,x′). Throughout
this paper, we will use several different classes of countermachines, each one based on the generic
Definition 2.1. They all use a finite labelling alphabetΣ ⊆ L , defining instructions on a vectorx =
(x1,x2, . . . ,xn). The way the alphabetΣ is defined is what makes the difference between various Counter
System classes.

Definition 2.1. A Counter System(CS for short) is a tupleM = 〈S,T〉 such that S is a finite set of control
states, and T⊆ S×Σ×S is a finite set of transitions.

Remark that a Minsky Machine is a CS in which formulas ofΣ are of the form(x′ = x+ 1),
(x′ = x = 0), (x > 0∧ x′ = x− 1), or true (x being a component ofx, i.e., a counterxi). Although
the reachability problem is undecidable for Minsky Machines (with at least two counters), we would like
to extend them for two reasons. First, if a Minsky Machine is reversal-bounded, then its reachability
relation is computable; thus, we would like to use a more powerful model than reversal-bounded Minsky
Machines, which remains decidable. This first point will be detailed in sections 2.2 and 2.3. Second,
Minsky Machines are very basic and not practical to use for modelling or expressing high-level prop-
erties. For that matter, we add the possibility to use real-valued counters, and to non-deterministically
choose the value of an increment/decrement for each transition. In the remainder of this section, we
discuss these two extensions.

In order to get real-valued counters, we define Dense Minsky Machines, which are CS whoseΣ is
composed of formulas of the form(x′ = x+ r), (x′ = x= 0), ((x− r > 0∨x− r = 0)∧x′ = x− r), or true,
with a given finite set of values1 r ∈Q+. Like in Minsky Machines, the initial counter values are always
0. This first extension is not really more powerful, since it can be simulated by a Minsky Machine:

Proposition 2.2. Minsky Machines and Dense Minsky Machines are bisimilar.

Proof. One way is obvious, by takingr = 1. The other way is a little more elaborate, but remains
easy. We just have to simulate every Dense Minsky Machine instruction with a Minsky machine. There
are four instructions, and two of them are obviously the same: true andx′ = x = 0. For the two other
instructions,x′= x+ r and(x− r > 0∨x− r = 0)∧x′ = x− r, we just have to encoder by an integer. Each
increment/decrementr ∈Q+ can be written aspq , with p,q∈N. Then, since we know all the possibler in

advance, we can compute for eachr aq′ ∈N such thatr = pq′

qlcm
, whereqlcm is the least common multiple

of all q. Thus, eachr can be represented by a non-negative integerr ′ = pq′, and the new counter values
will all be multiplied by the same factorqlcm. Using this simple encoding, we can simulate an instruction
x′ = x+ r by a sequence ofr ′ instructionsx′ = x+1. Likewise,(x− r > 0∨x− r > 0)∧x′ = x− r can be
simulated by a sequence ofr ′ instructionsx > 0∧x′ = x−1.

Another way to extend Minsky Machines is to allow, on each transition, a non-deterministic choice
of the increment/decrement. We call this extension a Dense-choice Minsky Machine, which is a CS
whoseΣ contains formulas of the form(x′ = x+ 1), (x′ = x = 0), (x > 0∧ x′ = x− 1), (x′ = x+ ∆),

1Note that here, we take these values inQ+ because the important properties are (1) density and (2) an effective represen-
tation of any rational number (this is not the case for reals,in general).
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((x−∆ > 0∨x−∆ = 0)∧x′ = x−∆), or true, where∆ symbolizes a non-deterministically-chosen value
δ ∈R+. The choice is made each time a transition is fired, so that twoconsecutive transitions labelled by
x′ = x+∆ should generally have different values for∆: the choice is random, and we have no knowledge
of the chosen value (although we could check it afterwards, using an additional counter and transition).

Here, we consider runs offinite length only: we show that theδ value can be chosen in]0,1[ instead
of R+:

Proposition 2.3. For finite-length runs, every Dense-choice Minsky Machine Mwith δ ∈ R+ can be
simulated by a Dense-choice Minsky MachineM̃ with δ ∈ ]0,1[.

Sketch of the proof.Every runr of such a machineM can be simulated by a possibly longer run ˜r of
M̃ whoseδ increments are in the open interval]0,1[ . Without a formal proof and formal definitions of
control state and configuration, we show how, for instance, atransition from control statess to s′, labelled
by (x′1 = x1 + ∆), (x′2 = x2 + ∆), and((x3−∆ > 0∨ x3−∆ = 0)∧ x′3 = x3−∆), can be simulated iñM
(each∆ being replaced at each firing of a transition by aδ ∈R+).

First, M̃ has a transition froms to a new control states′′, labelled by the same formulas, but with
0 < δ < 1. Second, inM̃ there is also a transition froms′′ to s′′ itself, again labelled by the same formu-
las, with 0< δ < 1. Third, inM̃ there is a transition froms′′ leading tos′ labelled byx′1 = x1, x′2 = x2,
x′3 = x3. Hence, a configurationc′ with control states′ and counter values(x′1,x

′
2,x
′
3) ∈ R3

+ is reachable
in M from a configurationc in control statesand counter values(x1,x2,x3) ∈R3

+ iff c′ is reachable inM̃
from c.

Therefore, there is no loss in generality in assuming that each increment is in the interval]0,1[, at
least as long as finite runs are considered. Instead, a bounded increment can give a finer degree of control
on counters. In fact, in many physical systems, physical variables are actually bounded (e.g., a water level
in a reservoir, which is a non-negative real value that cannot exceed the height of the reservoir). It seems
difficult to model or check this kind of behaviour with a CS where increments are unbounded reals.

Finally, we notice that allowing increments in the interval]0,q[, with a fixedq ∈ N, does not give
any gain in expressivity with respect to the case ofq = 1. For instance, to increment a counterx by any
valueδ with 0 < δ < q, it is enough to apply, in a Dense-choice Minsky Machine withnon-determistic
increments in]0,1[ , a sequence of exactlyq transitions (this is possible, sinceq is fixed), each of the
form x′ = x+ δ , for 0< δ < 1.

In the next section, we generalize and formalize the definition of Dense-choice Minsky Machine that
we just motivated.

Example: producer-consumer system. As a simple example of application of a machine with real-
valued counters, consider the following version of a traditional producer-consumer system, described
in [16]. A system may be in one of three states:produce, consumeor idle. When in stateproduce, a
resource is created, which may be stored and later used whilein stateconsume. The resource is a real
number, representing an available amount of a physical quantity, such as fuel or water. Production may
be stored, and used up much later (or not used at all). This system may be easily modeled by a finite
state machine with one dense-choice counter, which is shownbelow, where the resource is added when
produced or substracted when consumed.
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idle produce

consume

true

x > 0
true

true x′ = x+ δ

x−δ ≥ 0∧x′ = x−δ

Using a real-valued counter, there is an underlying assumption that a continuous variable, such as this
resource, changes in discrete steps only; however, this is acceptable in many cases where a variable actu-
ally changes continuously, since the increments/decrements may be arbitrarily small. Since the counter
may never decrease below zero, the specified system implements the physical constraint that consump-
tion must never exceed production. More complex constraints are decidable, for instance if expressed by
linear constraints on counter values. An example of a decidable query is whether total production never
exceeds twice the consumption.

2.2 Definitions and properties of Dense-choice Counter Machines

Let x be a vector ofn variables, calleddense-choice counters(or simplycountersif not specified other-
wise). Dense-choice counters were called “dense counters”in [16]. A counter valuationis a function giv-
ing, for anyxi ∈ x, a value inR+. In this paper, we writexi (or x) to denote both variable(s) and the image
of valuation(s), since there is no ambiguity and the meaningis obvious. LetG = {(x = 0),(x > 0), true}
be the set of guards. We say that a counter valuationx satisfies a guardg∈ Gn with the usual meaning,
denoted byx |= g; for example, ifn= 3 andg= (true,x2 > 0,x3 = 0), then(6,2,0) |= g but (6,2,1) 6|= g.
Let A= {1,∆} be the set of actions; intuitively, 1 stands for an integer increment/decrement, and∆ stands
for a non-deterministically-chosen real increment/decrement.

Definition 2.4. A Dense-choice Counter Machine(shortly, a DCM) with n> 0 counters is a tupleM =
〈S,T〉 where:

• S is a finite set of control states, with a state sf in ∈ S called thefinal stateof M ;

• T ⊆ S×Σ×S is a finite set of transitions, withΣ = (G×Z×A)n

Intuitively, the integer componentλ ∈ Zn of Σ is a factor determining whether the transition is in-
crementing or decrementing a counter, and of which value. Meanwhile, the actiona ∈ An determines
whether the increment or decrement is a real or integral value. For the sake of clarity, we sometimes
write transitions asx > 0∧x := x+3δ , meaning that the guard on counterxi is gi = (x > 0), its factor is
λi = 3, and its action isai = ∆.

Notice that our transitions are equivalent to those of [16, 9], in which the authors used the no-
tion of modes. The modesstay, unit increment, unit decrement, fractional increment,
andfractional decrement are here respectively represented by the cases(λi = 0), (λi > 0∧ ai =
1), (λi < 0∧ ai = 1), (λi > 0∧ ai = ∆), and (λi < 0∧ ai = ∆). Also notice that transitions where
λ ∈ {+1,−1}n are just a special case, and that they can simulate a linear combination of the form
x′i = xi + ∑m

j=1λ jδ j , for a givenmand a vector of differentδ j values in]0,1[ .

As usually done in verification, to interpret a DCM, we specify an initial valuation to each counter
and an initial control state, and then we let the machine behave non-deterministically. The behaviour of
a DCM mainly consists in choosing a transition whose guardg∈ Gn is satisfied by the current counter
valuations, and to update these valuations (and, of course,to go to the new control state).
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Definition 2.5. The semantics of a DCMM = 〈S,T〉 is given by a transition system TS(M ) = 〈C,→〉
where:

• C = S×Rn
+ is the set of configurations

• →⊆C×Σ×C is the set of transitions, defined by:

(s,x)
g,λ ,a
−→ (s′,x′) if and only if(s,(g,λ ,a),s′) ∈ T and∃δ ∈ R such that:

0 < δ < 1∧x |= g∧x′ = x+ λu, with u = a[∆← δ ]

For a DCMM = 〈S,T〉 and its transition systemTS(M ) = 〈C,→〉, the reachability relation;M is
the reflexive and transitive closure→∗; when the context is clear, we drop the subscriptM . A run of M is
a sequence(s0,x0)→ (s1,x1)→ . . .→ (sl ,xl ), of lengthl ≥ 0. Because of the inherent non-determinism
of a DCM, we are interested only in runs ending in final statesf in ∈ S. Formally, a run ofM is accepting
if it is of the form (s,x)→∗ (sf in,x′), for somes∈ Sandx,x′ ∈ Rn

+; M is also said toaccept. A DCM
M is said toreject (or crash) during a run(s,x)→∗ (s′,x′), if s′ ∈ S is a non-final sink state (hence, the
run cannot be extended to be an accepting run).

The set of all pairs
(

(s,x),(s′,x′)
)

∈C×C such that(s,x) ; (s′,x′) is called thebinary reachability

relation of M ; we sometimes call itbinary reachabilityor reachability relation. Thebinary reachability
problemconsists in computing2 the binary reachability relation of a given DCM. An easier version is
the control-state reachability problem(shortly, state reachability problem), which consists in deciding
whether a given control state is reachable in some acceptingrun of a given DCM.

The example at the end of section 2.1 is a DCM, if we remove the guardx− δ ≥ 0 (the machine
crashes if the guard is not satisfied).

Although a DCM has only a restricted set of possible operations on counters, it can perform various
higher-level macros, such as reset, copy, addition, substraction, comparison, etc. Here, we give the
encodings of some of these macros, in order to be able to use them as shorthands in this paper.

We denote by s s′
reset(x)

, s s′
copy(x,y)

, s s′
add(x,y)

, and s s′
minus(x,y)

the DCM on Figures
1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d (respectively).

s s′
x = 0

x := x−δ

(a) Reset of a counter

s s′
reset(y)
reset(z)

x = 0 z= 0

x := x−δ
y := y+ δ
z := z+ δ

x := x+ δ
z := z−δ

(b) Copy of a counter into other ones

s s′
y = 0

x := x+ δ
y := y−δ

(c) Addition of a counter into another one

s s′
y = 0

x := x−δ
y := y−δ

(d) Substraction of a counter from another one

Figure 1: Encodings ofreset, copy, add, andminus operations

2By ”computation”, we mean the existence of an algorithm which computes a formula (e.g. as a binary automaton). In
general, such computation does not exist.
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Let G′k = {(x = i),(x < i),(x > i), true}i∈[0,k] , for a givenk ∈ N. A DCM whose set of guards is
included inG′k is called ak-DCM. The counters of ak-DCM are saidk-testable. Notice that a DCM is a
0-DCM, and note that dense-choice counters are 0-testable if not specified otherwise.

Proposition 2.6. DCM can simulate k-DCM, for any given k∈ N.

Proof. There are three different kinds of additional tests:x < k, x > k, andx = k, for any givenk ∈ N.
We show how to encode each of them with onlyx = 0 andx > 0 tests.

A testx < k, represented by a transitions s′
x < k

, can be simulated by the following encoding:

s

s′

copy(x,y) y := y−1 y := y−1

y := y−δ

y = 0

y := y−δ

y = 0

y := y−δ

y = 0

y := y−δ

y = 0

k−1 unit decrements

Note that to avoid modifying the value ofx, we copy it into another countery by using the encoding
of Fig.1b. In an easier way, a testx> k (resp.x= k) can be simulated by a sequence ofk unit decrements
followed by a testx > 0 (resp.x = 0). Finally, remark that the testx < 0 can never be verified, since a
counter cannot take negative values: instead, the machine would crash.

Definition 2.7. LetM be a DCM. A counter xi of M is purely dense-choiceif and only if ai = ∆ in every
transition (i.e., it is never incremented/decremented by 1). Conversely, a counter xi is (purely) discreteif
and only if ai = 1 in every transition (i.e., it is a classical discrete counter). If M contains only purely
dense-choice counters, it is called apurely-DCM. If M contains only discrete counters, it is called a
(discrete) Counter Machine (CM), as defined in [12].

2.3 Reversal-Bounded DCM

To extend the definition of reversal-boundedness from [12] to DCM, letM = 〈S,T〉 be a DCM,s,s′ ∈ S,
andr ∈N. On a run froms to s′, a counterxi is r-reversal-boundedif, along the transitions of the run, the
factorsλi switch between positive and negative values at mostr times, for anyi. Counterxi is reversal-
bounded(shortly, r.b.) if there is anr such that, on every accepting run ofM , xi is r-reversal-bounded.
M is a reversal-bounded Dense-choice Counter Machine, denoted byr.b. DCM, if every counter inM
is reversal-bounded.

A counter which is not necessarily reversal-bounded is called afreecounter.

In this model, one can effectively check at runtime whether acounter isr-reversal-bounded, by
making the control state check when transitions are incrementing (λi > 0) or decrementing (λi < 0) the
counterxi . Thus, one can use additional control states in order to remember each reversal and crash if
the number of reversals exceedsr.

Like in the case of discrete counters, one can always assume that r = 1; indeed, each sequence of
”increments, then decrements” can be simulated by a 1-r.b. counter, and thus a counter doingr reversals
can be simulated byr 1-r.b. counters.
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From [16], we know that the binary reachability of a reversal-bounded DCM with one free counter
can be defined in a decidable logic: the logic ofmixed formulae, which is equivalent to the well-known
FO(R,Z,+,<). Since the syntactical details of this logic are not relevant for now, their presentation is
postponed to section 4.1. The above decidability result is stated in [16] as follows:

Proposition 2.8. The binary reachability of a DCM with one free 0-testable counter and a finite number
of reversal-bounded k-testable counters is definable by a mixed formula, for any k≥ 0.

However, we have extended the guards of DCM to be able to test acounter against any given integer
constant: we proved in Proposition 2.6 that this is not more powerful in the general case, but this is far
from obvious when we consider r.b. DCM. Indeed, the proof of Proposition 2.6 uses an encoding which
does not preserve reversal-boundedness.

We now prove, as Theorem 2.11, that this extension is actually not more powerful either in the case
of r.b. DCM, provided we can use many more counters. Before that, a few more technical definitions are
needed.

Define, for any real numberx, f r(x) = 0 if ⌊x⌋ = x (i.e., x is an integer), elsef r(x) = 1/2. Given a
finite setS (the control states ofM ) and an integerk > 0, letS′ = S× ({0, . . . ,k}×{0,1/2})n. A DCM
M ′ = 〈S′,T ′〉 with n 0-testable counters is called afinite-test DCM.

A configuration〈≪ s,(d1, f1), . . . ,(dn, fn)≫,x〉 of M ′ is consistentif, for every 1≤ i ≤ n, either
(xi ≤ k∧ di = ⌊xi⌋ ∧ fi = f r(xi)) or (xi > k∧ di = k ∧ fi = 1/2) holds. Hence, in a consistent con-
figuration, a test of a counter against a constantj ≤ k gives the same result as a test against thed and f
components of the state.

In general,M ′ may also reach non-consistent configurations. A run ofM ′ is consistentif it goes
through consistent configurations only.

Now, we need a technical lemma showing that, for anyk-DCM, we can build an equivalent finite-test
DCM (the notion of equivalence used here is detailed in threerequirements). This result will be used as
a basis for constructions in the proofs of Lemma 2.10 and Proposition 3.2.

Lemma 2.9. Let M = 〈S,T〉 be a DCM, with n k-testable counters x, with k> 0. Then there exists a
finite-test-DCMM ′ = 〈S′,T ′〉, with n0-testable counters such that:

1. if counter xi of M is reversal-bounded then counter xi of M ′ is also reversal-bounded

2. every run ofM is also a run ofM ′, i.e. for every run ofM of length l≥ 0:

〈s1,x1〉 →l
M 〈s

l ,xl 〉,

there exists a run of length l forM ′:

〈≪ s1,(d1
1, f 1

1 ), . . . ,(d1
n, f 1

n )≫,x1〉 →l
M ′ 〈≪ sl ,(dl

1, f l
1), . . . ,(d

l
n, f l

n)≫,xl 〉

3. a consistent run ofM ′ is also a run ofM , i.e. for every consistent run ofM ′ of length l≥ 0:

〈≪ s1,(d1
1, f 1

1 ), . . . ,(d1
n, f 1

n )≫,x1〉 →l
M ′ 〈≪ sl ,(dl

1, f l
1), . . . ,(d

l
n, f l

n)≫,xl 〉,

there exists a run of length l forM of the form:

〈s1,x1〉 →l
M 〈s

l ,xl 〉
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Proof. The idea of this proof is to buildM ′ to mimic the behaviour ofM , by reflecting the possible
variations of a counter value into its finite state control. For simplicity, we consider only the casen = 1,
but the proof can easily be generalized to any number of counters. Therefore, a state ofS′ is a triple
≪ s,d, f ≫, wheres∈ S, d is an integer in 0, . . . ,k and f is either 0 or 1/2. Componentd is used as a
discrete counter from 0 up tok, intended to represent⌊x1⌋. Componentf is intended to represent the
fractional part ofx1: f = 0 is for the case⌊x1⌋= x1, f = 1/2 otherwise. The definition ofT ′ is such that
all tests of counterx against a constant 0< j ≤ k are eliminated and replaced by finite-state tests ond
and f . For instance, a testx > j is replaced by a testd > j ∨ (d = j ∧ f = 1/2). Only tests against 0 are
replicated inT ′.

Formally,T ′ is defined as follows.

Let (s,(g,λ ,a),s′) ∈ T. Defineg′1 to betrue if g1 is eithertrue, x1 < j, x1 = j, or x1 > j, for every
j > 0; otherwise, defineg′1 to bex1 = 0 or x1 > 0 if g1 is, respectively,x1 = 0 or x1 > 0. Hence,g′1 is
obtained fromg1 by eliminating all tests against a constantj > 0. For everyd ∈ {0, . . . ,k}, f ∈ {0,1/2},
if one of the following conditions holds:

• g1 = true, or

• g1 = (x1 < j) andd < j, or

• g1 = (x1 = j) andd = j ∧ f = 0, or

• g1 = (x1 > j) andd > j ∨ (d = j ∧ f = 1/2),

then (≪ s,d, f ≫,(g,λ ,a),≪ s′,d′, f ′ ≫) ∈ T ′ for every d′ ∈ 0, . . . ,k, f ′ ∈ {0,1/2} such thatλ ′1 =
λ1∧a′1 = a1 and one of the following five conditions holds:

1. λ1 = 0∧d′ = d∧ f ′ = f (stay)

2. λ1 = 1∧a1 = 1∧
(

(d < k∧d′ = d+1∧ f ′ = f )∨(d = k∧d′ = d∧ f ′ = 1/2)
)

(integer increment)

3. λ1 =−1∧a1 = 1∧

(

(0 < d < k∧d′ = d−1∧ f ′ = f )∨
(

d = k∧d′ = d∧ ( f ′ = 1/2∨ f ′ = 0)
))

(integer decrement)

4. λ1 = 1∧a1 = ∆∧
(

( f = 0∧d′ = d∧ f ′ = 1/2)∨ ( f = 1/2∧d′ = d+1∧ f ′= 0)∨ ( f = 1/2∧d′ =

d+1∧ f ′ = 1/2)∨ ( f = 1/2∧d′ = d∧ f ′ = 1/2)
)

(fractional increment)

5. λ1 =−1∧a1 = ∆∧
(

( f = 0∧d > 0∧d′ = d−1∧ f ′ = 1/2)∨( f = 1/2∧d > 0∧d′ = d−1∧ f ′ =

1/2)∨ ( f = 1/2∧d′ = d∧ f ′ = 0)∨ ( f = 1/2∧d′ = d∧ f ′ = 1/2)
)

(fractional decrement)

Notice that when in cases (4) and (5) more than one alternative may hold (i.e., the disjunctions be-
tween parentheses), which correspond to nondeterministicchoices ofM ′. Also, in case (5) (fractional
decrement), it is implicit that iff = 0∧d = 0 thenM ′ crashes, since there is no available alternative.

The above definition implements the elimination of tests.
Let (≪ s,d, f ≫,(g′,λ ,a),≪ s′,d′, f ′≫)∈ T ′. If the original testg1 is against a constantj > 0, then

g′1 only requires a test of state componentsd and f , but no test ofx1. If, instead,g1 is a test against 0,
theng′1 is a test whetherx1 = 0, but the finite-state control also “tests” that bothd and f are 0. Similarly,
if g1 is x1 > 0, theng′1 is alsox1 > 0 andd > 0∨ (d = 0∧ f = 1/2) must hold. This entails that if at
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runtime there is a testx1 = 0 whilex1 = 0∧ (d > 0∨ f = 1/2), thenM ′ crashes.

Now, we show that the machine we defined meets the 3 conditionsstated by this lemma.
Condition (1) is immediate, since one can effectively checkif a dense-choice counter isr-reversal-

bounded, for a givenr ≥ 0, by checking when transitions are incrementing (λi > 0) or decrementing
(λi < 0) the counterxi . Thus, one can use additional control states in order to remember each reversal
and crash if the number of reversals exceedsr.

Condition (2) of the lemma is also obvious, since by construction, every transition in a run ofM
may be replicated in a run ofM ′. Hence, a run ofM is also a run ofM ′, by adding suitable additional
components to the state.

Condition (3) also follows, since in a consistent configuration every test of a counter againstj > 0
(with j ≤ k) is equivalent to a finite-state test. Hence, a consistent run in M ′ may be replicated also in
M .

Notice that, in general, a run of a finite-state DCMM ′ (as above) isnot also a run ofM , since in
M ′ there is no test against constants, which are replaced by tests on state componentsd and f . Indeed,
the fractional increments/decrements of the counter may lead to a non-consistent configuration where a
counter valuexi is not compatible with the value of thei-th state componentd and f , e.g.,x≤ j, for some
j > 0, and on the other handd > j. Therefore, the tests ond and f may not give the same results as a
test on the actual value ofx, and hence the run may be possible inM ′ but not inM .

We now extend the result of Lemma 2.9 to a full equivalence relationship, this time between r.b.
k-DCM and r.b. DCM (not finite-state, but with about 2(k+1) times as much counters).

Lemma 2.10. A DCM M = 〈S,T〉 with one free 0-testable counter and n k-testable 1-r.b. counters is
equivalent to a DCMM 0 = 〈S0,T0〉 with one free 0-testable counter and up to2n+2k(n+1) 0-testable
r.b. counters.

The idea of this proof (detailed on page 19, in the appendix) is the following. We first build an
intermediate finite-state DCMM ′ like in Lemma 2.9. Then, we defineM 0 to have its runs split in
two phases. The first phase simulates a run ofM ′ on the firstn counters, hence using finite-state tests
rather than actual tests on the counters in position 1 ton. However, during this simulation phase,M 0

replicates the values stored inxi into the firstn(k+ 1) additional counters. The second phase verifies
that the simulated run ofM ′ is actually consistent, by checking the actual counter values stored in the
additional counters, and crashing if, and only if, the simulated run was not consistent (e.g., verifying that
if M 0 entered a configuration withdi = j ∧ fi = 1/2, then j < xi < j + 1). Notice that the additional
counters are still reversal-bounded. Hence,M 0 can faithfully simulateM .

The proof assumes at the beginning a few restrictions on counter behaviors and tests, which are then
lifted at the end.

Since reversal-bounded counters can always be transformedinto (a larger number of) 1-r.b. counters,
we can then generalize Proposition 2.6 to the case of r.b. counters, by directly extending Lemma 2.10:

Theorem 2.11.Reversal-bounded k-DCM can be encoded into reversal-bounded DCM, for any k≥ 0.

This theorem immediately generalizes the main result of [16], recalled here as Proposition 2.8
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3 Decidability and Undecidability results

The following table summarizes the results about DCM and their variations. The results inbold slanted
characters are proved in this paper, and the others were proved (or inferable) from previous papers,
namely [16] and [13]. There are four possible entries in thischart: “?” if we do not know whether the
state reachability problem is decidable, “U” if it is undecidable, “D” if it is decidable, and “C” if the
binary reachability relation is computable and definable ina decidable logic. The “+ r.b.” (resp. “+
k-test. r.b.”) means that the machine is extended with a finitenumber of reversal-bounded dense-choice
counters (resp. reversal-boundedk-testable dense-choice counters).

counters DCM
bounded DCM DCM +
k-DCM + r.b. k-test. r.b.

purely
dense-choice

1 C C C C
2 D ? ? ?
3 ? ? ? ?
4 U U U U

dense-choice
1 C C C C
2 U U U U

In the remainder of this section, we prove two of these new results; the other new results are proved
in the previous section or directly inferable. Notice that the seven open problems could be solved by
only two or three proofs that subsume other results. However, the intuitions about 1 or 4 counters do not
fit the case of 2 or 3 counters, and the proof techniques get even more complex when we usek-testable
counters.

3.1 Undecidability for bounded purely dense-choice counters

Given a DCMM , a counterx of M is b-bounded, b≥ 0, if x≤ b along every run ofM . For instance, a
1-bounded counter can assume any non-negative value up to 1.A counter isboundedif it is b-bounded
for someb≥ 0.

Givenb≥ 0, if a machineM has ab-boundedb-testable dense-choice counterx, then one can as-
sume thatM must crash not only when trying to decrementx below 0, but also when trying to setx > b.
Indeed, ifx was not bounded,M could be modified to test at each step whetherx≤ b, crashing if this is
not the case (which would forcex to be bounded).

Boundedintegercounters have a finite set of possible values, which can be encoded into the control
states. However, boundeddense-choicecounters have an infinite set of possible values: a DCM with
several bounded counters is a powerful model, as shown next.In general, the state reachability problem
is a simpler problem than computing the binary reachability. However, the following proposition shows
that even for state reachability, having only four 1-bounded counters implies undecidability.

Proposition 3.1. The state reachability problem is undecidable for bounded purely-DCM.

Proof. We show that the state reachability problem for a DCM with four purely dense-choice 1-bounded
1-testable counters is undecidable, which entails this proposition. The result follows the lines of the proof
in [16] that 4 purely dense-choice counters are enough to simulate a Minsky machine. The original proof
was based on using two counters to store a fixed valueδ , chosen at the beginning of the computation. The
two remaining counters are then incremented or decrementedonly of this fixed valueδ : any integer value
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k is encoded askδ . Hence, the two counters behave like two discrete counters without any restriction.
If the 4 counters are 1-bounded, then they can encode only up to an integerm= ⌊1/δ⌋. However,m is
unbounded, sinceδ , selected non-determistically once at the beginning of a computation, can be chosen
to be arbitrarily small: ifδ is not small enough then the DCM will crash trying to increaseone of its
counters beyond 1 (for example, by resetting to the initial configuration so thatδ can be chosen again
until it is small enough). But in every halting computation of a Minsky machine, the values encoded in
its two counters are bounded (with a bound depending on the computation). Therefore, the final state
of the DCM is reachable if, and only if, the simulated Minsky machine has one halting computation.
Hence, the state reachability problem is undecidable.

3.2 Decidability with onek-testable counter

Proposition 3.1 does not rule out decidability if using lessthan four counters, since its proof is based on a
four-counter purely-DCM. In particular, here we show that,for a DCM with only one counter, the binary
reachability can effectively be computed even if the counter is k-testable. This extension tok-testability
is indeed far from obvious.

In fact, the construction of the proof of Proposition 2.6 canbe applied for tests of the formx > j or
x = j, for any j ≤ k; this construction can be simulated by a sequence ofj unit decrements followed by
a testx > 0 or x = 0, and then followed byj unit increments to restore the original value. However, it
cannot be applied for tests of the formx < j, since this would require a (non-existent) additional counter
to be able to restore the original counter value. The proof also requires the counter to be bounded, in
order to avoid an unbounded number of crossings of thresholdk.

Again, we use the notion of mixed formula, which we develop inSection 4.1. Remember that it is a
decidable logic, equivalent to FO(R,Z,+,<). Moreover, we know from Proposition 2.8 that the binary
reachability of a DCM is definable by a mixed formula.

Proposition 3.2. The binary reachability of a DCM with a single bounded k-testable counter is definable
by a mixed formula, for every k≥ 0.

Proof. Let M = 〈S,T〉 be a one-counter DCM, such that its only counter isb-bounded. Since there is
only one counter, a real valuex is used instead of a vectorx of counter values. We prove the caseb = k,
since ifb < k then all tests againstj > b are just false, while ifb > k then simplyM will not use the
tests againstk+1,k+2, etc.

Let M ′ = (S′,T ′) be the finite-test DCM with one free 1-testable counter, as defined by Lemma 2.9,
with≪ s,d, f ≫∈ S′ for everys∈ S,d ∈ {0. . .k}, f ∈ {0,1/2}.

We claim that for everyx0,x1 ∈ R+ ands0,s1 ∈ S, with sinit ,sfinal ∈ S′,

〈s0,x0〉;M 〈s
1,x1〉 if, and only if, 〈≪ sinit ,⌊x

0⌋, f r(x0)≫,x0〉;M ′ 〈≪ sfinal,⌊x
1⌋, f r(x1)≫,x1〉 (1)

The main proposition follows then immediately, since relation (1) is decidable and can be described
by a mixed formula.

“Only If”: This part is guaranteed by Condition (2) of Lemma 2.9.
“If” part: Suppose that Formula (1) holds. We need to show that 〈s0,x0〉;M 〈s1,x1〉. Condition (3)

of Lemma 2.9 only applies to consistent runs, and in general runs ofM ′ may not be consistent. However,
each fractional increment/decrement in a run ofM ′ is chosen non-deterministically. Hence the value of
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x can be adjusted for consistency withd and f . The proof of this claim requires some preliminary defi-
nitions and propositions.

A consistent versionof a configurationc= 〈≪ s,d, f ≫,x〉 is any configurationc′= 〈≪ s,d, f ≫,x′〉,
for somex′ ∈ R+, which is consistent.

We claim that for every consistent configurationc0 = 〈≪ s,d, f ≫,x0〉 and for every configuration
c1 = 〈≪ s1,d1, f1≫,x1〉,

if c0
g′,λ ,a
−→M ′ c1, then there exists a consistent versionc′1 of c1 such thatc0

g′,λ ,a
−→M ′ c′1,

defined byc′1 = 〈≪ s1,d1, f1≫,x′1〉, for somex′ ∈ R+.
(2)

If a= 1, thenc1 is already consistent by definition ofM ′. Hence, only a fractional increment/decrement
(i.e. if a = ∆ andλ 6= 0) may lead to an inconsistent configuration.

A special case of configuration is azero-conf, i.e. any configuration ofM ′ of the form〈≪ s,(0,0)n≫
,0〉. We can further assume that, in a finite-test DCMM ′, every zero-conf is always consistent, since
M ′ can test that every component ofx is actually 0 (and crashes otherwise).

Assume firstx0 = 0 (i.e.,c0 is a zero-conf). Hence,d1 = d, f1 = 1/2 andx= δ for someδ , 0< δ < 1.
Hence,c1 is already consistent.

Assume nowx0 > 0. Hence,d1 can differ fromd at most by one.
To proceed, we need an additional observation. For all states≪ s,d, f ≫ and≪ s′,d′, f ′≫ of M ′,

for all (g,λ ,a) ∈ Σ, for all x∈ R+, ∀ε ∈ [−1,1] , with 0≤ x+ ε < k+1, if

〈≪ s,d, f ≫,x〉
g′,λ ,a
−→M ′ 〈≪ s′,d′, f ′≫,x+ ε〉

then for everyx′ ∈ R+, such that 0≤ x′+ ε < k+1 the same move can be repeated fromx′:

〈≪ s,d, f ≫,x′〉
g′,λ ,a
−→M ′ 〈≪ s′,d′, f ′≫,x′+ ε〉 (3)

Property (3) is obvious sinceM ′ can only testx for zero, hence it cannot differentiatex from x′

before the move and it may apply the same increment.
By property (3), it is possible to make the same move fromc0 using a different increment (or decre-

ment): x can be increased (or decreased) by a value (larger or smallerthanδ , but always in the interval
]0,1[ ) which is enough to make up the difference for making the configuration consistent.

Let c0→M ′ c1→M ′ · · · →M ′ cl be a run ofM ′, with l ≥ 0. We now prove by induction onl that if
c0 is consistent, then there is another run ofM ′ denoted byc0→M ′ c′1→M ′ · · · →M ′ c′l where eachc′i is
a consistent version ofci , 1≤ i ≤ l .

The casel = 0 is trivial (with c0 = c′0). Supposel > 0. By induction hypothesis,c0→M ′ c′1→M ′

· · · →M ′ c′l−1, eachc′i being a consistent version ofci , 1≤ i ≤ l − 1. By Property (2), we can find a
consistent versionc′l of cl such thatc′l−1→M ′ c′l .

By Condition (3) of Lemma 2.9, every consistent run ofM ′ is also a run ofM ; hence the proof is
completed.
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The proof is immediately extendable to the case whereM has also discrete reversal-bounded coun-
ters, which are in no way influenced by the above construction. If the reversal-bounded counters are
dense-choice, though, decidability is still open. This result would need a new proof, because the tech-
niques used for Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 2.10 apparently cannot be combined.

4 Logical characterization of DCM

4.1 Preliminary results about Mixed Formulae

We consider here the language of mixed formulae, defined in [15], and adapted from Presburger arith-
metic. The language has two sorts of variables: real variables, denoted byx,x′,x1, . . . and integer vari-
ables, denoted byy,y′,y1, . . . ; the latter are a subsort of the former. The constants are 0 and 1, the
operations are+ (binary),− (unary),⌊.⌋, and the relations are equality=, ordering< and congruences
≡d for every constantd ∈ N. Definition 4.1 formalizes this idea:

Definition 4.1. A mixed fomulais inductively defined as follows. Amixed linear expressionE is defined
by the following grammar, where x is a real variable and y is aninteger variable:

E ::= 0 | 1 | x | y | E +E | E−E | ⌊E⌋

A mixed linear constraintC is defined by the following grammar, where d is a positive integer:

C ::= E = E|E < E|E ≡d E

A mixed formulaF is defined by the following grammar, where x∈R and y∈ Z:

F ::= C | ¬F | F ∧F | ∃x.F | ∃y.F

The semantics of a mixed formula is like in the reals,⌊r⌋ being the integer part of its real argument
r, andr1≡d r2 holding if r1− r2 = vd for some integerv.

Typically, one can use shorthands, such as using e.g. 3x for x+x+x, or introducing other common
operators (like≥), etc.

Mixed formulae are equivalent to the well-known first-orderadditive theory of integers and reals
FO(R,Z,+,<), since the floor operator⌊x⌋ = y can be rewritten as∃x1(0 < x1∧ x1 < 1∧ x− x1 = y),
andx1≡d x2 can be rewritten for a fixedd > 0 as∃y(x1−x2 = y+ · · ·+y

︸ ︷︷ ︸

d

). However, the main advantage

of the richer syntax of mixed formulae is that it allows for quantifier elimination, which is not possible
in FO(R,Z,+,<), as shown in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 5.2 of [15].

4.2 Mixed formulae are definable by reversal-bounded DCM

It is well known that reversal-bounded discrete CM can defineall Presburger formulae. Since Presburger
logic admits effective quantifier elimination, the binary reachability of r.b. discrete CM can effectively
define all Presburger relations. A similar result holds for r.b. DCM, using mixed formulae (and the ef-
fectiveness of quantifier elimination) instead of Presburger formulae.

Let 0 be a vector(0, . . . ,0) of sizen. A quantifier-free mixed formulaF(z1, . . . ,zn) of L in the free
variablesz1 ≥ 0, . . . ,zn ≥ 0 is definableby a DCMM with at leastn countersx1, . . . ,xn (and possibly
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more) if M , starting in a given initial configuration〈s,0〉, may reach all, and only, final configurations
〈sf in,x〉 such thatF(x1/z1, . . . ,xn/zn) holds (wherexi/zi denotes a substitution of variablezi with value
xi).

Proposition 4.2. Let F(x1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yp) be a quantifier-free mixed formula, with x1 ≥ 0, . . . ,xn ≥
0,y1 ≥ 0, . . . ,yp ≥ 0. Then F is definable with a r.b. DCM.

The idea of this proof (detailed page 21, in the appendix) involves several steps which can easily be
understood. First, we assume (w.l.o.g.) thatF is in disjunctive normal form; then, we transform it into a
union of intersections of smaller formulae of the formE∼ 0, with∼∈ {>,=,<,≡d, 6≡d}. The main idea
is to encode each of these formulasE ∼ 0 by a r.b. DCM, in which there aren r.b. dense-choice counters
x, p r.b. discrete countersy, and possibly more r.b. counters. We provide a simple r.b. DCM encoding for
each of these formulaeE ∼ 0, in which the machine accepts a run, with initial counter valuations equal
to the assignment of the free variables ofF, if and only if this assignment of variables makes the formula
true.

Then, we just have to connect each r.b. DCM as follows. Each machine has a final control state,
which we connect with a transition to the initial control state of another machine; both of them are in fact
a (bigger) machine. For the union, we add one transition going from the final state of the first machine
to the initial state of each machine encoding a component of the union. Then, each of these components
is a series of machines, encoding intersections. The last component of each intersection is encoded by a
machine whose final state leads to an accepting sink state (which is the final state of the overall r.b. DCM
encodingF). Finally, this sink state is reached if and only if the formula F is satisfied.

Since the quantifier elimination of mixed formulae is effective, and since we can encode negative
variables with a sign bit in the control states, then we can directly deduce the following theorem:

Theorem 4.3. Any mixed formula can be defined by a r.b. DCM.

This theorem is actually dual to the one in [16] (cited here asProposition 2.8), which states that the
binary reachability of a r.b. DCM (with an additional free counter) is a mixed formula. Hence, we get an
exact characterization of r.b. DCM.

As a matter of fact, Theorem 4.3 can be combined with other results about mixed formulae. For
example, we know that the binary reachability of a flat counter automaton [7] or of a timed automaton
[8] is definable by a mixed formula. Hence, we can construct a r.b. DCM which is accepting exactly the
binary reachability of a given flat counter automaton or timed automaton.

5 Conclusions and future work

The goal of this paper is to shed a more formal light on DCM, hence clarifying their relation with
(discrete) CM. This makes us notice that there are very simple results for CM that still hold for DCM, but
require a much more difficult proof. A first extension is to allow dense-choice counters to be compared
to an integer constantk, and not only to 0. We showed that dense-choice counters are not more powerful
when they arek-testable, even in the case of r.b. DCM, or of DCM with a singlebounded counter.

A second extension is the exact characterization of r.b. DCMwith the well-known first-order additive
logic of integers and reals, similarly to r.b. CM with Presburger logic.

We also found results that cannot be extended from CM to DCM. For instance, restricting dense-
choice counters to be bounded does not imply decidability.
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Future work. Other existing results for CM (such as the rich properties for one-counter machines)
could be extended to DCM. There are also missing items in the table of page 13, which do not seem to
be easily inferable from known results. One could also studydifferent versions of dense-choice coun-
ters, such as DCM in which tests of the form(x = 0) are forbidden (leading to what we would call
”Dense-choice Petri Nets”). We would also like to formally compare timed automata with DCM, using
languages.
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Appendix: Proofs

Lemma 2.10. A DCM M = 〈S,T〉 with one free 0-testable counter and n k-testable 1-r.b. counters is
equivalent to a DCMM 0 = 〈S0,T0〉 with one free 0-testable counter and up to2n+2k(n+1) 0-testable
r.b. counters.

Proof. Assume that inM all r.b. counters are actually 0-reversal (i.e., they do notmake any reversal:
the counter can never “come back” to previous values), that all r.b. counters start from 0, and that there
is no equality test against anyj > 0 (i.e., onlyx > j or x < j tests are allowed). Finally, assume thatM

has no free counter, and hence has onlyn k-testable 1-r.b. counters. All these restrictions are thenlifted
at the end of the proof.

Let M ′ = 〈S′,T ′〉 be a finite-test DCM verifying Lemma 2.9.

Consider nowM 0.
Let S0 = S′×{SIMUL,CHECK}. If M starts in a states0, with all counters initially at 0, thenM 0 starts

in state≪ (s0,(0,0)n),SIMUL≫, with all counters initially at 0.

M 0 works in two phases: first inSIMUL phase and then inCHECK phase. Correspondingly,T0 is the
union of two sets of transitions:TSIMUL andTCHECK.

The SIMUL phase simulates a run ofM ′ on the firstn counters, hence using finite-state tests rather
than actual tests on the counters in position 1 ton. However, during theSIMUL phase,M 0 replicates the
values stored inxi into the firstn(k+1) additional counters.

TheCHECK phase verifies that the simulated run ofM ′ is actually consistent, by checking the actual
counter values stored in the additional counters, and crashing if, and only if, the simulated run was not
consistent (e.g., verifying that ifM 0 entered a configuration withdi = j ∧ fi = 1/2, then j < xi < j +1).
Hence,M 0 can faithfully simulateM .

For clarity, letc(i, j) = n+(i−1)∗ (k+1)+ j +1, for every 1≤ i ≤ n, 0≤ j ≤ k.
Hence,c(1,0),c(1,1), . . . ,c(1,k) are the indexes of countersxn+1,xn+2, . . . ,xn+k+1, andc(2,0), . . . ,c(2,k)
are the indexes of countersxn+k+2, . . . ,xn+2k+2, etc.

TSIMUL is defined as follows:

1. For all(s′1,(g
′,λ ,a),s′2) ∈ T ′, the transition(≪ s′1,SIMUL≫,(g′,λ 0,a0),≪ s′2,SIMUL≫) is in TSIMUL, if, for

everyi,1≤ i ≤ n:

• λ 0
i = λi ,a0

i = ai ;

• λ 0
c(i,0) = · · ·= λ 0

c(i,di−1) = 0 (i.e., the corresponding counters stay);

• if it is not the case thats′1 is such thatdi = k∧ fi = 1/2, thenλ 0
c(i,di+1) = λ 0

c(i,di+2) = λ 0
c(i,k+1) =

λi andac(i,di+1) = ac(i,di+2) = ac(i,k+1) = ai (i.e., the corresponding counters make the same
move asxi);

• if s′1 is such thatdi = k∧ fi = 1/2, thenλ 0
c(i,di+1) = 0.

2. For everys′ ∈ S′, (≪ s′,SIMUL≫,(true,0,a),≪ s′,CHECK≫) is a move inTSIMUL for anya (where
0 (resp.true) is the vector with 0 (resp.true) in every component).

3. No move inTSIMUL is other than those defined in (1) and (2).
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The meaning of group (2) of moves is to makeM 0 enter theCHECK phase, which is intended to verify
whether the finite-state tests used in theSIMUL phase were correct.

Without definingTCHECK formally, we describe howM 0 can check that whenever entering a configu-
ration withdi = j∧ fi = 1/2, for everyi,1≤ i ≤ n and for everyj, 0≤ j ≤ k, then actuallyj < xi < j +1.
The value ofxi at the precise moment that such configuration was entered is still stored inxc(i, j). Since
the counterxi cannot make any reversal, to make sure that the configurationat that time was consistent
with xi , it is enough to check whetherj ≤ xc(i, j) < j +1 and crash if this is not the case.

Let zi, j be the value ofxc(i, j) whenM 0 enters theCHECK phase.M 0 decrementsxc(i, j) of exactly j (us-
ing integer decrements). If the machine does not crash, thenzi, j ≥ j. Then, to make sure thatzi, j < j +1
(i.e. 0≤ xc(i, j) < 1 for the current value ofxc(i, j)), M 0 verifies that ifxi, j+1 = 0 thenzi, j = j. Otherwise,
M 0 makes a fractional decrement ofxc(i, j)and crashes if the result is different from 0. Hence, the only
case where there exists a computation that does not crash is when there existsδ , 0 < δ < 1, such that
xc(i, j) = δ . M 0 repeats this procedure for everyi,1≤ i ≤ n, and for everyj, 0≤ j ≤ k. Finally,M 0 ends
the computation. It should be clear that ifM 0 ends its computation without crashing then the original
tests ofM were guessed correctly byM 0.

The restriction of not having equality tests can be lifted just by noticing that a testxi = k is replaced
in M 0 by a test whetherdi = k∧ fi = 0. It is enough that the machine marks, in its finite control, the
actual value offi whendi becomes equal toj. If fi = 0 then theCHECK phase should only check whether
zi, j = j rather than checking whetherj ≤ zi, j < j +1.

The restriction of having only 0-reversal counters can be eliminated by adding moren(k+ 1) 0-
testable 1-r-b. counters toM 0, and extending theSIMUL phase to use also these additional counters.
Denote by ˜c(i, j) the valuen+ n(k+ 1)+ (i−1) ∗ (k+ 1)+ j + 1. Each counterxc̃(i, j) makes the same
move asxi , with 0≤ j ≤ k andi ≤ i ≤ n, as long asxi is in its increasing phase (i.e.,λ 0(c̃(i, j)) = λ (i)).
When the decreasing phase forxi starts, withM 0 in a state≪ s,d1, . . . ,dn, f1, . . . , fn≫, thenSIMUL acts
on the counters in the positions ˜c(i, j) with λ 0 anda0 defined as follows:

• λ 0
c̃(i,di )

= λ 0
c̃(i,di+1) = · · ·= λ 0

c̃(i,k) = 0 (i.e., the corresponding counters stay);

• if it is not the case thats′1 is such thatdi = k∧ fi = 1/2 thenλ 0
c̃(i,0) = λ 0

c̃(i,1) = · · · = λ 0
c̃(i,di−1) = λi

anda0
c̃(i,0) = a0

c̃(i,1) = · · ·= a0
c̃(i,di−1) = ai (i.e., the corresponding counters make the same move as

the i-th counter);

• if s′1 is such thatdi = k∧ fi = 1/2, then alsoλ 0
c̃(i,k) = 0 (i.e., the counter stays).

The CHECK phase for these new counters in position ˜c(i, j) is exactly the same as for the previously
introducedn(k+1) counters in positionsc(i, j).

The restriction on all counters being initialized at 0 can also be lifted by makingM 0 guess at the
beginning of the computation the correct values of eachdi and fi and initializing 2n additional 1-r.b.
counters with a copy of the firstn counters. This can be obtained by emptying each counterxi , 1≤ i ≤ n,
with integer decrements first and then with one fractional decrement, finally crashing ifxi is not 0, so
verifying if di and fi were guessed correctly. At the same time, a new counter, sayx′i , is increased of
the same amounts used to decrementxi to 0. Whenxi = 0 and the test is passed,M 0 continues the
computation as above, but using counterx′i instead ofxi (since it stores exactly the original value ofxi)
and starting in a state with the previously guessed values ofdi and fi rather than fromdi = fi = 0.
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Finally, the restriction of not having inM a free 0-testable counter can easily be removed, by adding a
free 0-testable counter also toM 0. M 0 may also simulate the behaviour of this counter during theSIMUL

phase, leaving it to stay during theCHECK phase. This does not affect any of the above constructions.

Proposition 4.2. Let F(x1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yp) be a quantifier-free mixed formula, with x1 ≥ 0, . . . ,xn ≥
0,y1 ≥ 0, . . . ,yp ≥ 0. Then F is definable with a r.b. DCM.

Proof. Assume (w.l.o.g.) thatF is in disjunctive normal form:

F = F1∨F2∨ . . .∨Fm

Hence, it is the disjunction of clausesFi of the form:

Fi = Fi1 ∧Fi2∧ ·· ·∧Fimi

where eachFi j , in the free variablesx1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yp, can always be reduced, by pushing negation to
the relational symbol and by elementary algebraic transformations, to the form:

E ∼ 0

where∼∈ {>,=,<,≡d, 6≡d}. For instance, ifFi j is E1 < E2, then one may check instead ifE1−E2 < 0,
etc.

Below we show that for everyFi j , there exists a r.b. DCMMi j with r.b. dense-choice counters
x1, . . . ,xn and r.b. discrete countersy1, . . . ,yp (and possibly more r.b. countersxn+1, . . . andyp+1, . . . )
that accepts when relationFi j is verified on the initial values of the countersx1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yp.

This immediately entails that, for each clauseFi, there exists a r.b. DCMMi that accepts ifFi1 ∧
Fi2 ∧Fimi

is verified on the initial values of its r.b. countersx1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yp. In fact, sinceFi is the
conjunction of allFi j , Mi is a r.b. DCM that first makesmi copies of countersx1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yp and
then simulates eachMi j started on one of the copies.Mi accepts if, and only if, allMi j accept.

Therefore, it is possible to build a r.b. DCMM ′ whose binary reachability describes relationF : M ′

starts with all counters equal to zero; first, it makes nondetermistic increments of each counter, guessing
a tuple of values forx1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yp such that at least oneFi (hence, alsoF) holds; second, it follows
the computation ofMi described above, in order to verify that all guesses are correct. In order to end
in a configuration in which then first counters hold the values of then variables makingF true, we will
make copies of these counters so that we do not modify them during the verification that they have been
guessed right.

To show that for everyi, j there actually exists a r.b. DCMMi j defining Fi j , we first prove by
induction on the structure ofE that the value ofE can be encoded by a r.b. dense-choice counter for|E|
and a flag in the control state for the sign ofE. Recall that a counter value can always be copied a fixed
number of times, using the encoding of Figure 1b.

The base steps of the induction are the cases whenE is 0, 1,xi , y j , which are obvious.
Assume now thatE is (E1 + E2), with a copy of|E1| and |E2| stored in two suitable r.b. counters,

with their sign flags in the finite state control. We can assumethatE1 andE2 have the same sign (e.g., if
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E1≥ 0 andE2 < 0 thenE1 +E2 can be rewritten asE1−|E2|). We only need to consider the case when
both are positive (if both are negative, then compute|E1|+ |E2|, store the result in a r.b. counter with the
sign flag being negative). The additionE1+E2 can then be done using the encoding of Figure 1c.

Assume now thatE is (E1−E2), again with a copy of|E1| and|E2| stored in two suitable r.b. counters
x1 andx2 (respectively), with sign flags. We only need to consider thecase where bothE1 andE2 are
positive (the other cases can be easily eliminated or reduced to an application of+). We can also assume
thatE1≥E2. If E2 > E1 then the machine will guess it and it may computeE2−E1 instead, changing the
sign of the result. The computation ofE1−E2 can then be done using the encoding of Figure 1d. Notice
that if the machine made the wrong guess thatE1≥ E2, while insteadE2 < E1, then this procedure will
crash (hence, the non-derministic choice has to be the correct one).

Finally, assume thatE is ⌊E′⌋; then the automaton on Figure 2a can reachs′ from s if and only if
y = ⌊x⌋.

s s′
reset(x1)

copy(x,x2)
x2 = 0

x2 = 0
x2 := x2−δ

x1 := x1 +1
x2 := x2−1

(a) Storage of⌊x⌋ into x1

s

s′x = 0

x := x−1

x := x−1
”x := x−d ”

(b) Test ofx≡d 0

Figure 2: Encodings of “integer part” and “modulo”

We just showed how to encode a mixed linear expressionE in a r.b. DCM. To complete the proof
that there is a r.b. DCMMi j acceptingFi j , it is enough to show that there exists a r.b. DCMM which
can check whetherE ∼ 0 (sinceFi j is of this form). Since the value of|E| is stored in a r.b. counterx,
with a flag in the control state for the sign ofE, then testsE < 0 andE > 0 are immediate. Of course,
E = 0 is trivial too, since it can be tested by a guard(x = 0).

The two remaining cases are zero-congruences modulo an integer d. The automaton on Figure 2b
can reachs′ from s if and only if E ≡d 0, for a given integerd (the value ofE being stored into counter
x).

To accept ifE 6≡d 0, thenM first checks ifx−⌊x⌋ > 0, accepting if this is the case. Ifx−⌊x⌋ = 0
thenM guesses the integer constantv ∈ [0,d] such thatE− v≡d 0. This can be computed as already
explained above.

Thus, we gave a constructive proof that there exists a r.b. DCM defining any mixed formula.
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